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 With affordable health care that India is providing to the citizens and with many more advancements in technology, comes the 

concern about the quality of services provided in the health care facilities by the different service providers like government and 

non- governmental organizations.With growing demand for the various healthcare service facilities there is a need to check the 

quality of services provided by these organizations so as to identify the various gaps in healthcare services and mitigate those 

gaps, as healthcare sector is one of the growing sector in India. Nagpur being the center of healthcare facilities for states like 

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, it is important to assess the research of specialized treatment facilities like cancer 

hospitals.This study assesses the gap between expected and actual service quality provided by the cancer hospitals of Nagpur city 

with special reference to HCG-NCHRI and RST- RCH cancer hospitals. Also to identify the comparative gap analysis of both the 

hospitals. SERVQUAL test is being used while identifying the gap in service quality parameters. The study identify the gap in five 

dimensions of service quality. i.e. tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. 22 statements of SERVQUAL 

divided into 5 dimensions of service quality to identify the gap. In study patients experience the gap the respondents or patients 

were asked to express their expectations before availing the services in hospital and respondents or patients were asked to rate 

their experience after availing the services in Hospital. 

 

Keywords:Service Quality, Tangibility, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance, Empathy, Cancer Hospitals, Nagpur, Gap 

Analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

India is one of the fastest growing economies in the 

world, according to prediction we could be the 

developed nation by 2047, so is the case with increasing 

population. 

In 2023, India has the highest population in the world 

with close to 140 crore people lives in India followed by 

China. With growing population in country produce 

much importance to health care sector of country. 
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Keeping in mind the majority of the population who 

hails from the lower middle class and middle class, 

providing proper health care facilities is a major concern 

for the private as well as government entities. 

With affordable health care that India is providing to the 

citizens and with many more advancements in 

technology, comes the concern about the quality of 

services provided in the health care facilities by the 

different service providers like government and non- 

governmental organizations. 

With growing demand for the various healthcare service 

facilities there is a need to check the quality of services 

provided by these organizations so as to identify the 

various gaps in healthcare services and mitigate those 

gaps, as healthcare sector is one of the growing sectors 

in India. 

As standard of living and per capita in India is growing, 

so is the consumption pattern is changing and more and 

more people started living in urban areas. 

According to reports and survey, there is increase in 

number of cancer patients in the country. If we talk 

about central India, so Nagpur is the Hub for healthcare 

facilities which cater the demand of Vidarbha, Madhya 

Pradesh, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. Most of the 

patients from these states comes to Nagpur for 

treatment. Currently Nagpur has four specialist 

hospitals in cancer care i.e. HCG-NCHRI, RST – RCH, 

NCI, American Oncology. These hospitals provide the 

specialized cancer care. 

People from various strata comes to these hospitals as 

majority of the people avail the benefits of various 

schemes provided by the government.  

As service quality is one of the major concerns of the 

hospitals who provides treatment related to various 

cancer. 

 

FiveDimensions of Service Quality: 

1. Tangibility: the appearance of physical facilities, 

equipment, appearance of personnel and 

communication material. 

2. Reliability: the ability to perform the promised 

service accurately. 

3. Responsiveness: the willingness to help customers 

and provide prompt service. 

4. Assurance: the knowledge of employees and their 

ability to inspire trust and confidence. 

5. Empathy: individual attention the firm provides to 

its customers. 

 

The Factors Which Have Taken Into Consideration 

Are: 

1. Physical Aspects: retail store appearance and store 

layout. 

2. Personal interaction: store personnel are courteous 

and helpful. 

3. Problem solving: store personnel are capable to 

handle returns and exchanges, problems and 

complaints. 

4. Empathy: stores policy on merchandise quality, 

operation hours. 

 

Significance of the Study: 

This research has lots of applied aspects. It may be 

useful to the hospitals to improve the quality of 

serviceand apply necessary implementation. This will 

also help hospitals to identify the gap in service 

delivery. 

 

Objectives of the Study: 

 To compare the service quality gap in tangibility. 

 To compare the service quality gap in reliability. 

 To compare the service quality gap in 

responsiveness. 

 To compare the service quality gap in assurance. 

 To compare the service quality gap in empathy. 

 

Methodology Used: 

A questionnaire is designed to evaluate the service 

quality and identify the service quality gap of cancer 

hospitals in Nagpur city. It measures five dimensions of 

service quality – tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, 

assurance and empathy, to assesses the gap between the 

Actual and Expected service. 

 

Data Collection Methods: 

Questionnaire Development 

The RSQS scale was applied to measure five dimensions 

of service quality i.e. tangibility, reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance and empathy.A five point 

likert scale was used starting from ‚ strongly disagree‛ 

to ‚ strongly agree‛ was used in questionnaire and the 

respondents were asked to evaluate parameters on 

overall service quality in point scale. 
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The Respondents Were Asked: 

1. To express their expectations before availing the 

services in Hospital. 

2. Respondents were asked to rate their experience 

after availing the services in Hospital. 

The questionnaire consists of 22 statements on 

expectations and 22 statements on perceptions. On 

comparing the two aspects expectations and actual 

service one can identify the gap. The gap is the indicator 

of customer dissatisfaction or satisfaction. 

Sample design: simple random and convenient 

sampling was applied. Date was collected from the 

patientsof HCG – NCHRI and 

Rashtrasanttukdojimaharaj cancer hospital in Nagpur 

city. 

Sample size: a sample of 400 customers was surveyed 

available in these hospitals. 

200 from HCG- NCHRI and 200 from RST. 

 

Data Collection:  

The primary data was collected from patients and their 

relatives with the help of structured questionnaire. The 

secondary data was collected from various journals, 

magazines and websites. 

Statistical tools used: the collected data were analysed 

using SPSS software and to test the hypothesis, T-test is 

applied in appropriate context. 

 

Hypothesis: 

The current study presumed that there is no significance 

difference between expected and actual service quality 

of cancer hospitals in Nagpur city. 

Then it is assumed that there is no significant difference 

in dimensions of service quality i.e. tangibility, 

reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. 

 

Tangibility: 

(H01): There is no significant difference in actual and 

expected tangibility. 

(H11):There exists significant difference in actual and 

expected tangibility. 

 

Reliability: 

(H02): There is no significant difference in actual and 

expected reliability. 

(H12): There exists significant difference in actual and 

expected reliability. 

 

Responsiveness: 

(H03): There is no significant difference in actual and 

expectedresponsiveness. 

(H13): There exists significant difference in actual and 

expected responsiveness. 

 

Assurance 

(H04): There is no significant difference in actual and 

expected assurance. 

(H14):  there exists significant difference in actual and 

expected assurance. 

 

Empathy: 

(H05): There is no significant difference in actual and 

expected empathy. 

(H15): there exists significant difference in actual and 

expected empathy. 

 

Data Analysis and Interpretation: 

Tangibility – HCG - NCHRI 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At HCG-NCHRI the expected mean rating of 

patients is lower for all the statements as compared to 

actual mean rating. It means the patients expectations 

are lower, they expect less when it comes to tangibility 

aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects is higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in tangibility is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of tangibility. 

 The actual mean rating is higherfor statement‘4’. i.e. 

4.55, compared to any other statement. 
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 There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-14.423. 

 patients have higher expectation instatement ‘4’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.93. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘5’ with T.stat value of -10.915. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual tangibility. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual tangibility. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05 

So we thus find out that at HCG – NCHRI,‘there exists 

significant difference between the actual and expected 

service quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Tangibility - RST 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At RST the expected mean rating  of patients is 

lower for all the statements as compared to actual mean 

rating. It means the patients expectations are lower, they 

expects less when it comes to tangibility aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in tangibility is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of tangibility. 

 The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘’. i.e. 

3.85, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-5.731. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘5’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.50. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘3’ with T.stat value of -1.054 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis :- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual tangibility. 

Alternative Hypothesis :- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual tangibility. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment accepts the hypothesis. 

So, we thus find out that At RST ‘there is no significant 

difference between the actual and expected service 

quality from patients point of view. 

Because p value shows no significant difference in most 

of the parameters, and value exceeds base value of 0.05, 

so no significant difference found. 

 

Reliability – HCG-NCHRI 

 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At HCG-NCHRI the expected mean rating  of 

patients is lower for all the statements as compared to 

actual mean rating. It means the patients expectations 

are lower, they expects less when it comes to reliability 

aspect. 
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 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in reliability is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of reliability. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘2’. 

i.e. 4.46, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-12.901. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘2’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.72. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘2’ with T.stat value of -8.329. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual reliability. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual reliability. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

 So we thus find out that at HCG – NCHRI,‘there exists 

significant difference between the actual and expected 

service quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Reliability – RST 

 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At RST the expected mean rating  of patients is 

lower for all the statements as compared to actual mean 

rating. It means the patients expectations are lower, they 

expects less when it comes to reliability aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in reliability is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of reliability. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘1’. 

i.e. 4.40, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-13.023. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘4’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.69. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘2’ with T.stat value of -8.294. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual reliability. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual reliability. 

By applying the T-test and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at RST,‘there exists significant 

difference between the actual and expected service 

quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Responsiveness – HCG-NCHRI 
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Table reveals that 

 At HCG-NCHRI the expected mean rating  of 

patients is lower for all the statements as compared to 

actual mean rating. It means the patients expectations 

are lower, they expects less when it comes to 

responsiveness aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in responsiveness is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of responsiveness. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘1’. 

i.e. 4.54, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘2’, with T.stat value of 

-14.821. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘2’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.84. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -9.288. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis :- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual responsiveness. 

Alternative Hypothesis :- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual responsiveness. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at HCG-NCHRI,‘there exists 

significant difference between the actual and expected 

service quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Responsiveness - RST 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At RST the expected mean rating  of patients is 

lower for all the statements as compared to actual mean 

rating. It means the patients expectations are lower, they 

expects less when it comes to responsiveness aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in responsiveness is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of responsiveness. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘1’. 

i.e. 4.54, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘2’, with T.stat value of 

-14.914. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘2’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.83. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -9.288. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual responsiveness. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual responsiveness. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at RST,‘there exists significant 

difference between the actual and expected service 

quality’ from patients point of view. 
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Assurance -HCG-NCHRI 

 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At HCG-NCHRI the expected mean rating  of 

patients is lower for all the statements as compared to 

actual mean rating. It means the patients expectations 

are lower, they expects less when it comes to assurance 

aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in assurance is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of assurance. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘2’. 

i.e. 4.50, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘3’, with T.stat value of 

-13.470. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘2’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.87. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -10.020. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual assurance. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual assurance. 

By applying the T-test and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at HCG-NCHRI,‘there exists 

significant difference between the actual and expected 

service quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Assurance – RST 

 

 

Table reveals that 

 At RST, the expected mean rating  of patients is 

lower for all the statements as compared to actual mean 

rating. It means the patients expectations are lower, they 

expects less when it comes to assurance aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in assurance is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of assurance. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘2’. 

i.e. 4.50, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘3’, with T.stat value of 

-13.599. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘2’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.87. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -9.671. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual assurance. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual assurance. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 
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experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at RST,‘there exists significant 

difference between the actual and expected service 

quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Empathy – HCG-NCHRI 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At HCG-NCHRI, the expected mean rating  of 

patients is lower for all the statements as compared to 

actual mean rating. It means the patients expectations 

are lower, they expects less when it comes to empathy 

aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in empathy is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of empathy. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘1’. 

i.e. 4.41, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-13.590. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘3’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.79. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -10.528. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual empathy. 

Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual empathy. 

By applying the T-test and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at HCG-NCHRI,‘there exists 

significant difference between the actual and expected 

service quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Empathy – RST 

 

 
 

Table reveals that 

 At RST, the expected mean rating  of patients is 

lower for all the statements as compared to actual mean 

rating. It means the patients expectations are lower, they 

expects less when it comes to empathy aspect. 

 The actual mean rating in all the aspects are higher 

compared to expected mean rating, it means actual 

service quality in empathy is high. 

 The difference between the expected mean rating 

and the actual mean rating shows the gap in service 

quality of empathy. 

  The actual mean rating is higher for  statement ‘1’. 

i.e. 4.42, compared to any other statement. 

  There is significant gap in expected and actual 

service quality for statement ‘1’, with T.stat value of 

-13.720. 

 patients  have higher expectation in statement ‘3’ as 

compared to any other statement. i.e. mean rating of 

3.77. 

 the expected and actual service quality gap is less in 

statement ‘4’ with T.stat value of -9.897. 

 In all the parameters, the expected mean rating is 

less and actual mean rating is higher. It means that the 

customers expectations is less from the hospital and 

actual service quality is higher. 

 

Null Hypothesis:- there is no significant difference in 

expected and actual empathy. 
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Alternative Hypothesis:- there exists significant 

difference in expected and actual empathy. 

By applying the T-test  and calculating the mean rating 

and T stat. value for every parameters, the result of the 

experiment rejects the hypothesis. As p value is below 

0.05. 

So we thus find out that at RST,‘there exists significant 

difference between the actual and expected service 

quality’ from patients point of view. 

 

Findings: 

At HCG – NCHRI 

 In all the parameters i.e. tangibility, reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance, empathy, there is significant 

gap in service quality, it means the patients expectations 

are less compared to what hospital is providing.  

 Hospital providind far superior service way above 

patients expectations. 

 Specially in non-surgical section the service quality 

exceeds the expectations. 

 In terms of assurance and empathy i.e. related to 

communication between patients and hospital staff, 

majority of the patients provides a higher ranking i.e. 

very much satisfied and hospital is providing excellent 

service and hospital staff including doctors are well 

equipped with necessary information and 

understanding of an individual patient. 

 In terms of parameters, tangibility scores high in T- 

stat value compared to other dimensions of service 

quality, it means patients are giving more importance to 

tangibility dimension. 

 In tangibility, actual service is more than the 

expected one, most of the respondents agreed that the 

hospital has modern medical equipments, excellent 

service facilities, well maintained hygiene. 

 There is a co-relation between responsiveness, 

assurance, empathy, these 3 factors goes hand in hand 

as it is improving the service quality. In IPD, they feel 

satisfied because the hospital staff is taking care of all 

their need in better manner. 

 Staff is well trained, they are more empathetic, 

willing to help the patients and their relatives in every 

possible way. 

 Middle class and above avail the services at HCG. 

 

RSTRCH – RashtrasantTukdojiMaharajRegional 

Cancer Hospital 

 IN RST-RCH, the overall service quality ratings are 

low compared to HCG, the reason being the 

demographic profile like most of the lower middle class 

and BPL card holder goes to RST. 

 In Tangibility, where the appearance of hospital 

matters and factors such as cleanliness, seating 

arrangements, facilities, scores low. 

 In all the parameters i.e. tangibility, reliability, 

responsiveness, assurance, empathy, there is significant 

gap in service quality, it means the patients expectations 

are less compared to what hospital is providing.  

 In tangibility, no significant gap was found it means 

hospital needs to improve their physical facilities. 

Patients expectations are more than what hospital is 

providing. 

 Tangibility actually is very much important when it 

comes to cancer treatment and RST-RCH scored low in 

this dimension. 

 Majority of the people in both the hospitals comes 

avail the government schemes such as 

pradhanmantriswasthayojna, CGHS scheme, schemes 

specially made for women regards to breast cancer 

treatment.  

 Cancer treatment In Nagpur city has been improved  

as more specialised cancer hospitals such as 

HCG-NCHRI, NCI established. 

 Service quality of cancer hospitals in Nagpur city 

has been improved, hospitals are more service oriented 

in both Medical and surgery department. 

 IN RST, the tangibility is not that much significant 

compared to HCG. 

 

Conclusion: 

The given paper helps to identify the gap netween 

actual and expected service quality of cancer hospitals 

in Nagpur city. 

Overall, the quality of service provided in the Nagpur 

city is above the expectation. There is a significant gap in 

the expectation and perception. There is a scope to 

improve few of the parameters such as tangibility and 

reliability in which services are dependent upon the 

physical infrastructure such as physical facilities, 

equipments, machines, hospital layout, convenient 

public areas. 

As people are availing government schemes for 

treatment and schemes doesn’t cover full treatment, as 
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only IPD treatment is covered in current schemes,  so in 

a certain way it impacted the reliability of a Hospital. 

After implementing the given research one can improve 

the service quality of given hospital and can identify 

and minimise the gap in the said dimensions of service 

quality. 
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